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What do we Do?

Aberdeen Science Centre have been working with our communities in
Aberdeen City and surrounding areas since our opening in 1988.
Aberdeen Science Centre’s work in the community is not just about enhancing
education. It is about sharing the wonders of science and enjoying what science
can bring to all of our lives. Whether that is gawping at how big a bubble can be
or considering whether life can exist on other planets, we are committed to
serving our community with what Science, or STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering and Maths), can bring to you.
At ASC through our workshops, shows and activities we strive to enhance
numeracy and literacy skills and also focus on health and wellbeing. We believe
that these aspects of education are not only important for future career
prospects, but also that they add to quality of life.
ASC is committed to equity and equality and through our ideology to ‘Inspire a
Lifelong interest in Science’ we strive not only to increase individuals’ career
prospects but also to support the health and wellbeing of individuals and their
communities and also, along the way, we like to have fun!
If you run, support or work for a group you think could benefit from one of our
fun and engaging workshops, please get in touch. Certain groups may be
eligible for full or partial funding and we are very flexible with what we are able
to deliver.

Unleash the Power
of Curiosity.
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We support community based groups, organisations and charities throughout
Aberdeen, Aberdeenshire, Moray and the Highlands & Islands.
Over the years we have driven around Aberdeen and surrounding areas with a
few skeletons in the trunk (literally), ingredients for making poo, a few
magnifying glasses in order to use our science skills to solve a crime, or had a
brain or two in tow in order to discuss mental health.
Over the next couple of pages, you will see a selection of workshops which we
can deliver. This is in no way an exhaustive list. If you have a fond memory of a
previous workshop carried out by ASC or if your group are interested in a
particular topic, get in touch with us and we will do our best to work with you
and your specifications. We are also working hard on alternative ways of
delivering workshops (i.e. online/video formats).
Here are just a few of the groups we have worked with over the last few years:
Aberdeen Foyer
Aberdeenshire Libraries
Alcohol and Drugs Action
Bethany Christian Trust
Family Learning Groups
Fersands & Fountain

Food & Fun
Moray Holibubs
Prince’s Trust
Royal Aberdeen Children’s Hospital
Team Jak
Tillydrone Community Campus

Across these groups we have had lots of fun making slime, coding
code-a-pillars, looking at models of the human body, doing organ puzzles,
making snow out of shaving foam and bicarbonate of soda, exploring space,
exploring the universe and much, much more!
Please remember, we also cater for adult audiences. For example, The Science
of Mental Health has received fantastic feedback from groups such as Bethany
Christian Trust and Alcohol and Drugs Action.
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Explore Your Universe

Science Capital
At ASC we believe that focusing on Science Capital across communities is integral to
working towards equity in society. Science Capital can be defined as an individual’s
science-related knowledge, attitudes, experiences and resources that are acquired
throughout life. ASC workshops are specifically tailored to increase science capital
and provide life skills which are not just important for following STEM based careers
but are an important basis for social mobility. As science and STEM advances, it is
increasingly important for people to be STEM-literate in order to be active citizens
with a say in society.

Key Stages
4 Four

The Science of Mental Health

A Adult

Engineering Enterprise

Superhero Nutrition
3 4 A

Communication · Confidence · Emotional Wellbeing · Personal Development
· Teamwork
An informal workshop looking at the whats, whys and hows of mental health and
mental illness. This interactive session tackles stigma and pre-conceived ideas about
mental illness. Discover the complexity of the brain and explore our understanding
of the most commonly diagnosed mental health conditions.

Looking After Your Mental Health

2 3 4 A

2 3 4 A

Communication · Critical Thinking · Numeracy · Personal Development · Wellbeing
Food provides our bodies with energy to grow, play and be healthy. Eating a
balanced diet is vital for good health and wellbeing. In this interactive workshop, we
explore some cool nutritional facts. We discuss how to use nutrition facts labels,
measure portion sizes and how to make smarter and healthier food choices. You will
then use this information to create the best diet plan for your favourite superhero!

Renewable Energy: Power the Future

2 3

3 4 A

Communication · Confidence · Emotional Wellbeing · Personal Development
· Teamwork
We all know it’s important to look after our physical health, but how much attention
do we give our mental health? Mental health can affect our productivity, happiness
and even the chances of suffering from certain illnesses. In this fun, interactive
workshop we explore the science behind self-care with particular focus on the
importance of sleep, nutrition and
exercise.
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Imagine you were an alien. How would you breath? What planet would you live on?
What would your house look like? In this workshop we will explore Earth’s solar
system and beyond. We will explore how the planets move, how light travels, how
technology allows us to explore space and much more.

Have you ever thought about what Engineers make? What types of engineers there
are? Who do engineers work with? Do they all wear hard hats and boiler suits? In this
workshop, children will work in teams and practice different roles within an
Engineering Enterprise. There will be board meetings, advertising campaigns,
building of prototypes and eventually we will see if anybody will buy the designs…

Our Workshops
3 Three

Communication · Confidence · Creativity · Critical Thinking · Literacy · Numeracy
· Problem Solving · Teamwork

Communication · Confidence · Creativity · Critical Thinking · Literacy · Numeracy
· Problem Solving · Teamwork

For more information on Science Capital, see: https://tinyurl.com/w8kzjxd
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This workshop explores the benefits and sustainability of renewable energy sources
with fun and engaging activities which allow students to develop teamwork and
learn about different types of renewable energy.
Please note this is not an exhaustive list of what we can offer. Please refer to
our schools STEM learning Programme for other workshops which can be
adapted for community groups <link> and get in touch. Key stages listed as a
guide, however it may be possible to deliver to older or younger audiences.
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Our workshops are proudly presented in association with:

Workshop Feedback
“Very friendly and nice”
“All the kids were interested and happy throughout”
“Wonderful session. Thank you for helping us”
“Honestly, I don't feel like it should be changed, it's really interesting and everyone works
together and in the end everyone really enjoyed it”

Support
Aberdeen Science Centre is a recognised Scottish charity and relies on external funding to
sustain the provision of STEM Learning experiences that are engaging, inspirational, valuable,
relevant and of a high quality. We are always extremely grateful to receive support and would
welcome hearing from individuals, groups or companies to discuss options for supporting
STEM Learning programmes and help you to achieve your CSR targets.
Charity No. SC014922.
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Contact us
Aberdeen Science Centre
179 Constitution Street
Aberdeen AB24 5TU
01224 640340
community@ASC.scot

Unleash the Power
of Curiosity.

